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Cartoning Machines/Case packers IMA Vertima
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Product details

Category: Cartoning Machines/Case packers

Machine: Vertima

Machine code: IT313

Manufacturer: IMA

Year of construction: n/a

Description

Intermittent vertical cartoning machine for vials IMA Vertima
This is an intermittent vertical cantilever machine with cantilever structure: the entire production cycle is
visible and the machine is accessible to the operator, simplifying format changeover and cleaning operations.
In terms of design, innovative solutions have been developed that allow:
- perfect integration into packaging lines thanks to the structure
- one operator side only
- a modular structure for possible future integration of additional feeding units
- the production of perfect packaging thanks to systematic control of each work step
- friction-free special case treatment thanks to the belt conveyor system and a patented flap closure system -
simplified format changeover as fast and tool-free as possible.
The supply of the product can be carried out by belt, for stable products, with accumulation or even by
rotating cups for unstable products, integrated, either by circuits with clockwise or counterclockwise operation.
Food products with recycling;
Accumulative food products;
Supply, training and storage for transport;
Traditional corrugated forming;
Insertion with tweezers;
Feeding leaflet/brief leaflet;
Feeding pots;
Closure case;
Exit with expulsion.
Machine weight: kg. 2200
Compressed air consumption: Nl/min. 200
Pressure: 6 bar
Total absorption installed: kW 3
ASTUCCI DIMENSIONS (MM):
Minute: A = 20; B = 24; C/H (Low) = 40; C/H (High): 50
Maximum: . : A = 120; B = 100; C/H (Low) = 100; C/H (High): 180; A + B = 200


